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Sometimes known as Forrester's paradox. It proves that if you
murder someone, then you only did what you ought to do. For if
you murder someone, then you.
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Speaking of the paradoxes of deontic logic, Castanieda called
For- rester's Paradox of Gentle Murder, "The deepest paradox
of all." I argue here that Forrester's.
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murder; another solution to. Forrester's paradox. Romane
Clark. Indiana University. Facing puzzles, we reason backwards
to solutions which are thought .

the scope of the deontic operator. Thus, Forrester's paradox
re- inforces the importance of logical form. Forrester's
paradox is roughly that, even if murders occur.

The shocked response to Making a Murderer is unsurprising.
America— specifically White America—consistently refuses to
believe in the.
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Americans are far more likely to believe the narrative of big
crime in the big city. Subscribe to the Monitor.
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